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The Successful fdimer o f  Tomorrow

&°Sm% b The Future Farmer of Today

Practic© T©QchGrs BoQin DutiGS ShopUJork ContributGS
To Improvea bym

Ten^Jorary teachers now on 
the school faculty are 
WILLIAM M. GARMON and 
DAVID E. TERRELL, seniors 
from N, C, State College, 
who, in addition to doing 
practice teaching in the 
agriculture department, 
are also getting credits 
to graduate from State 
College.
"We were given a choice 
of schools to teach at, 
and we really had to fight 
to get Bailey, Bailey has 
a good reputation, is in a 
good location, and Mr. 
Wells is a good teacher to 
work with," says TERRELL 
and GARMON. They will be 
here for a period of 11 
weeks, ending March 11.
The practice teaching was 
not begun until after the

Films Teoch Tool' Use
THE ABC OF HAND TOOLS

Films on the correct and 
incorrect use of hand 
tools have been used as a 
phase of studying for the 
agriculture students this 
month.
They have been shown an 
all-cartoon film on "The 
ABC of Hand Tools" in 
which a primitive charac
ter, named Pete, displays 
the knowledge of tools in 
a humorous manner.
This film gave some of 
the boys a picture of them
selves when they use tools 
the wrong way.

mid-term exams# Helping 
with the Yoxmg Farmers 
meetings on Wednesday 
nights and conferring with 
some of the F. F. A. stu
dents and farmers on the 
local farms are two of 
their off-school duties. 
They get graded two ways: 
they grade themselves and 
Jolm Wells also sends in a 
grade for them.
Having already met a few 
of the people around 
Bailey, they declare that 
all are very nice, and 
they are enjoying their 
stay at the dormitory.

IDKKTlFiCATlON CONTEST 

The tool identification 
contest is scheduled at 
Dillon Supply Co, in Rocky 
Mount on February l6.

Five boys have been using 
their shop periods to 
build cabinets, lockers, 
and racks for the dressing 
rooms in the gymnasium.
JOHN ROBERT U MM and 
DOUGLAS BROWN made a towel 
cabinet, two shoe racks, 
and clothes lockers.
DWIGHT GLOVER, DANNY 
GLOVER, and JULIAN GLOVER 
have alos built shelves in 
the dressing room.
Other shop activities in
clude the refinishing of a 
table by BOBBY EATMAN and 
the construction of a book 
case by LEWIS BISSETTE.
RONALD BISSETTE has com

pleted a coffee table; 

WEBBIE JORDAN, a wall rack.
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